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PREFACE

This is an informal but comprehensive guide to all distinctly woody plants growing wild in
Concord, Massachusetts and neighboring townships. It is intended to serve students at Harvard's
Concord Field Station, budding naturalists and interested Concord area residents.
The more than 240 species covered in this guide include nearly all the tree, shrub, and woody
vine species of eastern Massachusetts that are likely to be encountered growing wild. The additional
50 or so species that would be required to be added to be absolutely complete for eastern
Massachusetts are almost all rare or uncommon species that the average user is unlikely ever to
encounter. The primary exceptions are INKBERRY (flex glabra) , RUGOSA ROSE (Rosa rugosa) ,
BEACH HEATHER (Hudsonia spp.), and GROUNDSEL-BUSH (Baccharis halimifolia), all of which are
coastal shrub species. This guide should also be useful for New England as a whole since the
majority of the woody species that are likely to be encountered anywhere in New England also occur
in the Concord area.
A number of prostrate or semi-woody species (listed on p.107) have been excluded since most
people will not recognize them as woody plants. An exception has been made for dwarf shrubs found
in bogs which, therefore, are of special interest. These have been treated in a special section on
p.102.
Introduced species (commonly planted in yards) that do not spread to the wild are excluded .
Richard Eaton's A Flora of Concord (published by Harvard's Museum of Comparative Zoology, the
parent institution of the Concord Field Station) has served as a starting point in deciding which
species to include. My personal field experience in the Concord area over the past sixteen years and
familiarity with the herbarium records upon which Mr. Eaton's work was based has resulted in some
corrections to his data that are reflected in this guide.
The present work is essentially a reprinting and combination of my Concord Area Trees (1976)
and Concord Area Shrubs (1978). The former has been out of print for about ten years, and our
supply of the latter has just been exhausted. I have made many revisions to the text for the tree
species and some revisions to the text for the shrub species. The separation of trees from shrubs, I
believe, is a useful one for the amateur. Therefore, each group is treated separately, yielding some
duplication.
It has been my experience that the great majority of users (casual botanists, if you will) have
little patience with keys to plant species which professional botanists construct and use. Most people
prefer to thumb through the illustrations to find a match. The organization of this handbook continues
to favor this approach. In this spirit I have omitted the shrub flower key of Concord Area Shrubs and
placed most of the flower illustrations at the text entries for the species.
A feature that has been added to this guide is the provision of family names in the index. Those
who are interested in such plant relationships will be able to determine the family identity of any
species treated in this book by using the index.
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

STEP A: Determine the plant type and turn to the appropriate section:
TREES - p.10, SHRUBS - p.35, VINES - p.88
Special sections are provided for Blackberries, Raspberries & Dewberries (p.96); Small
Bog Species (p.102), and Crabapples & Apples (p.103).

STEP B: Determine the type (needle-like, compound, simple) and arrangement (opposite or
alternate) of the leaves. See GLOSSARY (p.t 08) for definitions.

STEP C: Based upon leaf type and arrangement classify into one of the following categories
and locate the category section for the plant type using the bold headings at the top
corner of the pages:

NEEDLE·UKE
LEAVES

OPPOSITE COMPOUND
LEAVES

OPPOSITE SIMPLE LEAVES

ALTERNATE COMPOUND
LEAVES

ALTERNATE SIMPLE
LEAVES

STEP D: Thumb through the category section to find the best leaf shape match. Use the
subsection headings and species descriptions to rule out alternatives.
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IDENTIFICATION NOTES

For the beginner some good advice is to learn the trees first. Start with plants that are clearly
trees (taller than two meters and with a single, well-defined trunk). To the botanist the distinction
between a tree and a shrub is of relatively minor importance. To the non-botanist the distinction is
useful since the number of species that are trees is significantly smaller than the number of shrub
species. Also, the distinctions between tree types (genera) are usually more noticeable than between
shrub types (genera). Consequently it is easier to master the trees first. By doing so, the process of
learning shrubs will be less confusing since tree seedlings and stump growth of trees frequently
masquerade as shrubs.
Whereas the tree fruit is usually characteristic of the type (genus) to which the tree belongs, the
fruit of shrubs is often not distinctive. Many different types of shrubs have similar berry-like or capsulelike fruit. Together with the fruit type the arrangement of shrub fruit is often significant in distinguishing
shrub types (genera) and species.
For both trees and shrubs determination of leaf type and arrangement is usually the easiest and
surest first step in identification. In determining leaf arrangement (opposite vs. alternate) stronggrowing twigs (sprout growth) should be sought and spur branches (where leaves are crowded, as in
birches and apple trees) should be avoided.
Perhaps one of the most difficult skills for the beginner to learn is what differences in leaf shape
and texture are significant and what differences are part of the natural variation of the species. One
can see some of this variation on a single plant. Before selecting a leaf to use for identification
purposes look the plant over to find a typical leaf. In determining the character (shape, texture, size,
etc.) of the leaf it is best to use leaves of branch lets where fruit or flowers also occur rather than
leaves of sprout growth (or other sterile growth) . Leaves of sterile shoots are more likely to be atypical
in shape, size and other characters, sometimes markedly so. Leaf vein patterns, which are frequently
significant, are clearest on the underside of the leaf.
The best strategy in the identification process is to rule out alternatives. If all alternatives are
eliminated , the plant might be out of its known range or, more likely, it is an ornamental species. The
latter can usually be diagnosed by the absence of seedlings of the plant in the vicinity . One or more
of the books listed in the bibliography should be consulted for problem specimens.
This guide is best used in summer and autumn when leaves and flowers or fruit are present. A
hand lens is not essential but is helpful sometimes to see hair, glands and resin dots.
Note: The metric system is used throughout. One meter (100 cm.) is a few inches more than a
yard. A scale with divisions as fine as tenths of a centimeter (cm.) is provided on the inside back
cover of this guide. These smallest divisions are millimeters (mm.).
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LEAF PRINT NOTES

The method and equipment used to produce the leaf prints in this book were in essence very
simple.
Basic equipment: Glass plate, soft rubber brayer, roller (or second soft rubber brayer, the longer the
better), tweezers, oil-based block printing ink.
Basic method:
1. Using the brayer, spread a dab of ink thinly onto the glass plate over an area larger than
the leaf to be printed.
2. Place the leaf (underside up) in the middle of the inked area of the glass plate. Using the
brayer, roll the ink onto the exposed underside as evenly as possible.
3. Remove the leaf from the inking area with the tweezers and place the leaf carefully
(underside up) inside a piece of paper folded once.
4. Roll the roller once over the sandwich (roller at an angle of about 45° to the fold)
on a clean part of the glass plate (or on a second glass plate). Roll from the tip of
the leaf toward the stalk.
5. Remove the leaf from the paper with the tweezers. Prints will have been made of the top
and underside of the leaf. Usually the underside produces the more detailed print
though not infrequently the top side gives a more "artistic" print.
Notes on the method:
To continue producing good top-side prints the inking area should be rolled even using the
brayer after each print. Fresh leaves give the best prints. Leaves may be kept suitably fresh for
several days or longer by enclosing two or more leaves (without any folding) in a plastic
sandwich bag and keeping them pressed flat inside a piece of folded cardboard. A given leaf
may consistently yield mishappen prints no matter how the ink is spread. Therefore, it is best to
have several alternate leaves at hand. Species with prominent veins beneath generally give the
best results most easily. A leaf usually may be reprinted (or attempted) several times in
succession (re-inking the leaf each time) before the print quality begins to suffer noticeably. For
compound leaves, where stickiness between brayer and individual leaflets is often a problem,
diluting the ink somewhat with a few drops of thinner may help.
Notes on equipment:
The piece of equipment most difficult to obtain is the roller. As indicated above, a second brayer
can be used. The roller used to make the prints in this book was a gelatin roller 10" long and
1%" thick taken from an old hand-operated printing press. Softness and smoothness are
desirable qualities for the roller to be able to pick up details of leaf texture. The book Nature
Printing c'ted among the references below describes how prints can be made using one's
fingers in lieu of a roller. This requires some patience to develop the necessary skill.
The gla!';s plate should be as flat and smooth as possible. The piece used in making the leaf
prints fOI this book was thick and large enough not to require being clamped and provided
ample working space.
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The rubber brayer was 4" long. A soft rubber brayer is to be preferred in order to spread the ink
more thoroughly into the texture of the leaf. The brayer can usually be obtained at an art supply
shop.
Oil-based block printing ink (obtainable also at an art supply shop) was used. No more than
one half of a modest-sized tube of ink was used to produce all the prints appearing in this
book, including multitudinous misprints.
Rather ordinary paper will give good results (e.g., photocopy machine paper). To pick up detail,
the grain of the paper simply must be fine. Glossy magazine paper is recommended by one
reference.
References:
The method described above is derived primarily from the first reference listed below.
"Making Prints from Leaves" by David Marx in School Arts, September 1954.
A Modern American Herbal by David Marx & Chester B. Dugdale (1973); also printed in
paperback under the title Leaf Prints of American Trees and Shrubs (1974).
Nature Printing by Robert W. Little (1977).
The Leaf Book by Ida Geary (1972); a book about Northern California plants.
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